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Deep reinforcement learning is an emerging machine learning approach which can teach a computer
to learn from their actions and rewards similar to the way humans learn from experience. It
offers many advantages in automating decision processes to navigate large parameter spaces. This
paper proposes a novel approach to the efficient measurement of quantum devices based on deep
reinforcement learning. We focus on double quantum dot devices, demonstrating the fully automatic
identification of specific transport features called bias triangles. Measurements targeting these
features are difficult to automate, since bias triangles are found in otherwise featureless regions of
the parameter space. Our algorithm identifies bias triangles in a mean time of less than 30 minutes,
and sometimes as little as 1 minute. This approach, based on dueling deep Q-networks, can be
adapted to a broad range of devices and target transport features. This is a crucial demonstration of
the utility of deep reinforcement learning for decision making in the measurement and operation of
quantum devices.

INTRODUCTION

Reinforcement learning (RL) is a neurobiologicallyinspired machine learning paradigm where an RL agent
will learn policies to successfully navigate or influence
the environment. Neural network-based deep reinforcement learning (DRL) algorithms have proven to be very
successful by surpassing human experts in domains such
as the popular Atari 2600 games [1], chess [2], and Go
[3]. RL algorithms are expected to advance the control
of quantum devices [4–21], because the models can be
robust against noise and stochastic elements present in
many physical systems and they can be trained without
labelled data. However, the potential of deep reinforcement learning for the efficient measurement of quantum
devices is still unexplored.
Semiconductor quantum dot devices are a promising
candidate technology for the development of scalable quantum computing architectures. Singlet-triplet qubits encoded in double quantum dots [22] have demonstrably
long coherence times [23], as well as high one- and twoqubit gate fidelities [24]. But quantum dot devices are
subject to variability, and many measurements are required to characterise each device and find the conditions
for qubit operation. Machine learning has been used to
automate the tuning of devices from scratch, known as
super coarse tuning [25–27], the identification of single
or double quantum dot regimes, known as coarse tuning
[28, 29], and the tuning of the inter-dot tunnel couplings
and other device parameters, referred to as fine tuning
[30–32].
The efficient measurement and characterisation of quantum devices has been less explored so far. We have previously developed an efficient measurement algorithm for
quantum dot devices combining a deep-generative model
and an information-theoretic approach [33]. Other ap†

proaches have developed classification tools which are
used in conjunction with numerical optimisation routines
to navigate quantum dot current maps [28, 31, 34]. These
methods, however, fail when there are large areas in parameter space that do not exhibit transport features. To
perform efficient measurements in these areas, which are
often good for qubit operation, requires prior knowledge
of the measurement landscape and a procedure to avoid
over-fitting, i.e. a regularisation method.
In this paper, we propose to use DRL for the efficient
measurement of a double quantum dot device. Our algorithm is capable of finding specific transport features,
in particular bias triangles, surrounded by featureless areas in a current map. The state-of-the-art DRL decision
agent is embedded within an efficient algorithmic workflow, resulting in significant reduction of the measurement
time in comparison to existing methods. A convolutional
neural network (CNN), a popular image classification
tool [35, 36], is used to identify the bias triangles. This
optimal decision process allows for the identification of
promising areas of the parameter space without the need
for human intervention. Fully automated approaches,
such as the measurement algorithm presented here, could
help to realise the full potential of spin qubits by addressing key difficulties in their scalability.
We focus on quantum dot devices that are electrostatically defined by Ti/Au gate electrodes fabricated on a
GaAs/AlGaAs heterostructure (Fig. 1a) [37, 38]. All the
experiments were performed using GaAs double quantum
dot devices at dilution refrigerator temperatures of approximately 30 mK. The two-dimensional electron gas
created at the interface of the two semiconductor materials is depleted by applying negative voltages to the gate
electrodes. The confinement potential defines a double
quantum dot which is controlled by these gate voltages
and coupled to the electron reservoirs (the source and
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FIG. 1. Overview of device architecture and quantum
dot environment. (a) False-colour SEM image of a GaAs
double quantum dot device. Barrier gates, labelled VB1 and
VB2 , are highlighted in red. The arrow represents the flow of
current through the device between source and drain contacts.
(b) A current map. The white grid represents the blocks
available for investigation by the DRL agent. The DRL agent
is initiated in a random block (state) indicated by a filled white
square. The filled orange blocks show the available action
space for the DRL agent and the arrow shows a possible policy
decision. (c) and (d) The nine sub-blocks defined within each
block, a 32 mV × 32 mV window in gate voltage space, to
calculate a statistical state vector. These sub-blocks are equal
in gate voltage size, five of them are shown in (c) and four in
(d). The red sub-block in (d) contains bias triangles.

drain contacts). Depending on the combination of gate
voltages, the double quantum dot can be in the ‘open’, the
‘pinch-off’ or the ‘single-electron transport’ regime. In the
‘open’ regime, an unimpeded current flows through the device. Conversely, when the current is completely blocked,
the device is said to be in the ‘pinch-off’ regime. In the
‘single-electron transport’ regime, the current is maximal
when the electrochemical potentials of each quantum dot
are within the bias voltage window Vbias between source
and drain contacts.
Our algorithm interacts with a quantum dot environment within which our DRL decision agent operates to

efficiently find the target transport features. The environment consists of states, defined by sets of measurements
in gate voltage space, and a set of actions and rewards to
navigate that space. This quantum dot environment has
been developed based upon the OpenAI Gym interface
[39] (see Supplementary Information A for further details of the quantum dot environment’s state, action and
reward). Manual identification and characterisation of
transport features requires a high-resolution measurement
of a current map defined by, for example, barrier gate voltages VB1 and VB2 while keeping other gate voltages fixed,
an example of which is shown in Fig. 1b. A super coarse
tuning algorithm allows us to choose a set of promising
gate voltages and focus on exploring the current map
as a function of two gates, for example the two barrier
gates [27]. This is the gate voltage space our DRL agent
will navigate.
Our DRL algorithm takes the gate voltage coordinates
found by our previous super coarse tuning algorithm [27],
and divides the gate voltage space corresponding to the
unmeasured current map into blocks. The size of the
blocks is chosen such that they can fully contain bias
triangles (blocks are shown as a white grid in Fig. 1b).
Devices with similar gate architectures often show bias
triangles of similar sizes for a given Vbias . The DRL
agent is initiated in a random block. The agent acquires
a reduced number of current measurements from this
block and makes a decision on whether a high resolution
measurement is required and on which block to explore
next if bias triangles are not observed. The agent has a
possible action space represented by a vector of length six;
this means the agent can decide to acquire measurements
in any of the four contiguous blocks (‘up’, ‘down’, ‘left’
or ‘right’) or in the two diagonal blocks that permit the
agent to efficiently move between the ‘open’ and the ‘pinchoff’ transport regimes. These blocks correspond to an
increase or decrease of both gate voltages, which strongly
modulates the current through the device. The remaining
two diagonal blocks, which correspond to a decrease of
one gate voltage and an increase of the other, do not often
lead to such significant changes in the transport regime
and are thus not included in the agent’s action space
to maximise the efficiency of the algorithm. The DRL
agent can be efficiently trained using current maps already
recorded from many other devices. This is because their
transport features are sufficiently similar, even though
the gate voltage values at which they are observed vary
for different devices.
The decision of which block to explore next is based
on the current measurements acquired by the DRL agent
in a given block. The block is divided into nine subblocks (Fig. 1 c and d) and the mean µ and standard
deviation σ of the current measurements corresponding
to each sub-block are calculated. These statistical values,
constituting an 18-element vector, provide the agent with
information of its probable location in the current map.
The statistical state vector or state representation vector
enables the DRL decision agent to abstract knowledge
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about the transport regime, distinguishing between ‘open’,
‘pinch-off’, and ‘single-electron transport’ regimes, with a
reduced number of measurements. In this way, the state
vector defines a state in the quantum dot environment.
This statistical approach, compared to the alternative
of using CNNs to evaluate acquired measurements, makes
the agent less prone to over-fitting during training and
more robust to experimental noise. To decide whether
the agent has found bias triangles in a given block, the
algorithm uses a CNN as a binary classification tool.
Combining a state representation based on measurement
statistics and CNNs in a reinforcement learning framework
which makes use of the experience of the agent navigating
similar environments during training, our algorithm provides a decision process for efficient measurement without
human intervention.

RESULTS
Description of the algorithm

The algorithm is comprised of different modules for
classification and decision making (Fig. 2). In the initialisation stage, two low-resolution current traces are
acquired by the algorithm as a function of VB1 (VB2 )
with VB2 (VB1 ) set to the maximum voltage given by
the gate voltage window to be explored. The algorithm
extracts from these measurements the maximum and minimum current values and its standard deviation, which
will be used in a later stage by the classification modules.
The gate voltage regions we explore are delimited by a
640 mV × 640 mV window centred in the gate voltage
coordinates proposed by a super coarse tuning algorithm,
as mentioned in the Introduction, and the current traces
in this stage have a resolution of 6.4 mV.
The gate voltage region is divided in 32 mV × 32 mV
blocks and the agent is initialised in a randomly selected
block. The algorithm takes random pixel measurements
of current within this block. Each pixel is 1 mV × 1 mV.
As these measurements are performed, the algorithm
estimates the 18-dimensional state vector given by µ and
σ for each of the 9 sub-blocks in which the block is divided.
Pixels are sampled randomly from the block until the
statistics from the state representation have converged.
Convergence is generally achieved after sampling fewer
than 100 pixels, significantly less than the 1024 pixels
in a block (see Supplementary Information B for the
convergence curves and the convergence criterion).
The state vector is first evaluated by a pre-classification
module. A block is considered to correspond to the singleelectron transport regime if any of the µ values is within
0.01 to 0.3 times the maximum current range detected in
the initialisation stage (see Supplementary Information B
for further details about the design of the pre-classifier).
We have found that the choice of current range does
not have a significant impact in the performance of the
algorithm. If the pre-classifier identifies the block as

corresponding to the single-electron transport regime, a
high resolution current measurement (1024 pixels, 1 mV
× 1 mV resolution) of the block is acquired. This block
measurement is normalised and evaluated by a CNN binary classifier. For any output value greater than 0.5,
the block is identified as containing bias triangles. If bias
triangles are identified within the block, the algorithm
is terminated. Fig. 3a shows the blocks in a current
map that would be identified by the pre-classifier as corresponding to the single-electron transport regime, while
Fig. 3b shows the blocks that would be evaluated by the
CNN binary classification to determine if bias triangles
are observed (See Supplementary Information C for a
summary of the CNN’s architecture and its training).
If the pre-classifier considers the block to correspond to
the ‘open’ or ‘pinch-off’ regimes, or if the CNN does not
identify bias triangles within the block, the DRL agent has
to decide which block to explore next. With this objective,
the state vector is normalised using the variance and mean
current values obtained in the initialisation stage, and
fed into a deep neural network which controls the DRL
decision agent. The agent will then propose an action
which it expects will lead to the highest long-term reward.
This action at , given by at = arg maxa0 Qπ (st , a0 ), is the
action which maximises the Q-function for the agent’s
stochastic policy π in the state-action pair (st , a0 ) at time
t. The Q-function measures the value of choosing an
action a0 when in state st and therefore the action at
represents the agent’s prediction for the most efficient
route to bias triangles. In our quantum dot environment
setting, the action determines the next block to explore
and the algorithm begins a new iteration.

The deep reinforcement learning agent

Our algorithm makes use of the deep Q-learning framework which uses deep neural networks to approximate the
Q-function [1]. The Q-function is defined by Qπ (st , at ) =
E [Rt |s = st , a = at , π], which gives an expected reward
Rt for a chosen action at taken by an agent with a
policy π in theP
state st . This expected reward is de∞
τ −t
fined as Rt =
rτ , where γ ∈ [0, 1] is a disτ =t γ
count factor that trades-off the importance of immediate
rewards rt , and future rewards rτ >t . The agent aims
to maximize Rt via the Qπ (st , at ) learnt by the neural
network. In particular, we chose to implement the dueling deep Q-network (dueling DQN) [40] architecture
for our DRL decision agent. This architecture factors
the neural network into two entirely separate estimators
for the state-value function and the state-dependent action advantage function [40]. The state-value function,
V π (st ) = Eat ∼π(st ) [Qπ (st , at )] gives a measure for how
valuable it is, for an agent with a stochastic policy π in
the search for a promising reward, to be in a given state
st . The state-dependent action advantage function [40]
gives a relative measure of the importance of each action,
given by Aπ (st , at ) = Qπ (st , at ) − V π (st ). In dueling
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FIG. 2. Schematic depicting the algorithmic workflow. (See main text for a full description) In the initialisation stage,
starting from the gate voltages coordinates proposed by a coarse tuning algorithm, the algorithm measures low-resolution current
traces as a function of VB1 (VB2 ) with VB2 (VB1 ) set to the maximum voltage given by the gate voltage window of interest (i).
The algorithm then performs a random pixel measurement in the block corresponding to the proposed starting gate voltages
(ii). In this measurement, mean current values and standard deviation are calculated for 9 sub-blocks within the block until
convergence. The statistical state representation vector (state vector) obtained is then assessed by the pre-classification stage
(iii). If the mean current value corresponding to any of the sub-blocks falls within threshold values given by the initialisation
stage, then the block is pre-classified as corresponding to a possible single-electron transport regime. In this case, the block is
explored further by performing a high-resolution scan. This block measurement is normalised and input into a CNN binary
classification algorithm (iv). If the CNN identifies bias triangles, then the algorithm terminates. If either the pre-classifier or the
CNN-classifier rejects a block, then the state vector is input into the DRL decision agent (v). The decision agent subsequently
selects an action on the gate voltages which determines the next block to measure via the random pixel method.

DQN, when combining the state-value function and the
state-dependent action advantage function, it is crucial to
ensure that given Q we can recover V π (st ) and Aπ (st , at )
uniquely. For this purpose, the advantage function estimator is forced to be zero at the chosen action at [40].
This approach allows the agent, through the estimation
of V π (st ), to learn the value of certain states in terms of
their potential to guide the agent to a promising reward.
This is particularly beneficial in our case, since different
state vectors can correspond to the same transport regime
and thus be equally valuable in the search of bias triangles.
Consequently, the most beneficial action in these states
would often coincide. For example, in most states corresponding to the ‘pinch-off’ regime, the most beneficial
action is often to increase both gate voltages.
To train the DRL agent, we designed a reward function
to ensure that the agent would learn to efficiently locate
bias triangles. To this end, during training, the agent is
rewarded for the detection of bias triangles and penalised

for the number of blocks explored or measured in a single
algorithm run, N . The reward r = +10 is assigned to the
blocks exhibiting bias triangles. Other blocks are assigned
r = −1. During training, the maximum number of blocks
that could be measured in a given run, Nmax , is set to
300. If after Nmax block measurements the agent had
not found bias triangles, the algorithm is terminated and
the agent is punished with r = −10 (see Supplementary
Information A for further details regarding the design of
the reward function). In other words, Nmax determines
how far from the starting block the agent can reach in gate
voltage space, as it can only explore contiguous blocks.
We trained the dueling DQN (DRL decision agent)
using the prioritised experience replay method [41] from
a memory buffer. This method ensures that successful
policy decisions are replayed more frequently in the DRL
agent’s learning process. The agent does not benefit
from an ordered sequence of episodes during learning,
yet it is able to learn from rare but highly successful
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policy decisions and it is less likely to settle in local
minima of the decision policy. We trained the agent over
10000 episodes (algorithm runs), each time initialised in
a random block for 4 different current maps which were
previously recorded. The training takes less than an hour
on a single CPU.
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FIG. 3. Classification tools. (a) Example of blocks considered by the pre-classifier as corresponding to the ‘singleelectron transport’ regime overlaid on the corresponding current map. The colour-bar represents the number (M), out
of nine, of sub-blocks which were not rejected by the preclassification stage. (b) Blocks in (a), displaying features corresponding to the ‘single-electron transport’ regime, overlaid
on the corresponding current map. Inset: A block displaying
bias triangles and the corresponding output value of the CNN
binary classifier.

Experimental results

We demonstrate the real-time (‘online’) performance of
our algorithm in a double quantum dot device. The algorithm performance is evaluated according to the number
of blocks explored in an algorithm run, N , which is equal
to the number of blocks explored to successfully identify
bias triangles unless N = Nmax , and according to the laboratory time spent in this task. For training and testing
the algorithm’s performance we use different devices, both
similar to the device shown in Fig. 1a. We ran the DRL
algorithm in two different regions of gate voltage space,
I and II, which are centred in the coordinates from our
super coarse tuning algorithm [27]. We ran the algorithm
10 times in each region. The DRL agent was initiated
in a different block for every run, sampled uniformly at
random. From these repeated runs, we can estimate the
median N̄ of the distribution of values of N obtained for
a given region. We can also estimate (L, U ), where L and
U are the lower and upper deciles of the distribution. To
identify bias triangles, the DRL agent required N̄ = 40
(9, 104) for region I and N̄ = 32 (10, 94) for region II. In
both regions considered, our algorithm efficiently located
bias triangles in a mean time of 30 minutes and, on one
occasion, in less than 1 minute. This is an order of magnitude improvement in measurement efficiency compared
to the laboratory time required to acquire a current map

with the grid scan method, i.e. measuring the current
while sweeping VB2 and stepping VB1 , which is approximately 5.5 hours with pixel resolution (1 mV × 1 mV
resolution). Using a single CPU of a standard desktop
computer, the algorithm is not limited by computation
time. It can thus be run with the computing resources
available in most laboratories.
Example trajectories of the agent within the gate voltage space give an insight into the transport properties
that the agent has implicitly learnt from its environment.
When initiated in a transport regime corresponding to
pinch off (low current), the agent reduces the magnitude
of the negative voltage applied to the gate electrodes, as
humans experts would do (Fig. 4a). Conversely, when
initiated in a transport regime corresponding to higher
currents, the agent increases the magnitude of the negative voltage applied to the gate electrodes (Fig. 4b).
The policy thus leads to block measurements in the areas of gate voltage space where bias triangles are usually
located.
We have performed an ablation study. Ablation studies
are used to identify the relative contribution of different algorithm components. In this case, our aim is to
determine the benefit of using a DRL agent. We thus
produced an algorithm in which the DRL decision agent
was replaced with a random decision agent. We compared
its performance with the DRL algorithm. The random
agent selects an action, sampled uniformly and randomly.
The QDE’s action space is six-dimensional except in instances where the agent is in a state (block) along the
edges (five-dimensional action space) and in the corners
(four-dimensional action space) of the gate voltage window considered. This measurement strategy is similar to
a random walk within the gate voltage space, but unlike a
pure random walk strategy, it will not measure the same
block twice. The random decision agent’s measurement
run will be terminated when the CNN classifies a block
measurement as containing bias triangles. The random
agent was initialised in the same random positions as
the DRL agent so that a fair comparison could be made
between their performances. We performed 10 runs of
each algorithm in each of the two different regions of parameter space considered in this work, I and II (Fig. 4 c
and d). The DRL agent outperforms the random decision
agent in the value of N̄ , and thus in the laboratory time
required to successfully identify bias triangles. Note that
the relation between N̄ and the laboratory time is not
linear, as high-resolution block measurements are only
performed for each block classified as corresponding to the
single-electron transport regime by the pre-classification
stage.
In region II, the random agent requires N̄ equal to 85
(50, 143) which is approximately 2.6 times larger than
the N̄ corresponding to the DRL agent (see Supplementary Information D for the value of N̄ in region I and
corresponding lab times). The good performance of the
random decision agent can be explained by its use of the
pre-classifier, which makes the random search efficient.
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FIG. 4. Performance benchmark. (a, b) Example trajectories of the DRL agent in gate voltage space. a (b) Corresponds
to region I (II). The trajectories are indicated inverting the colour scale of the current map for the blocks measured by the
algorithm. The current map measured by the grid scan method is displayed for illustrative purposes and it is not seen by the
DRL agent. The blue and red squares indicate the start and end of the trajectory, respectively. (c, d) Real-time performance
corresponding to the grid scan method (green line), the algorithm with a random decision agent (blue) and the algorithm with a
DRL decision agent (red). The box plots indicate the laboratory time and the corresponding number of blocks explored, N , for
regions of the gate voltage space I and II in c and d, respectively. The results of all 10 runs for both agents in each regime are
plotted as points. The central line of the box plot corresponds to N̄ , while the upper and lower boundaries of the box display the
upper (Q3) and lower (Q1) quartiles. The minimum and maximum whisker bars display (Q1 − 1.5 × IQR) and (Q3 + 1.5 × IQR)
respectively, where IQR is the interquartile range. (e, f ) Histograms of values of N for the random and DRL decision agents
over 10 algorithm runs for each region, I (e) and II (f ). This performance test was performed offline. The insets show the box
plots, indicating the quartiles and N̄ values for the DRL and random agents. In the inset only the outlier points are plotted.

The random decision agent is an order of magnitude
quicker than the grid scan method.
To test the statistical significance of the DRL agent’s
advantage, we have tested the performance of both algorithms in a much larger number of runs. To perform this
statistical convergence test would have been too costly in
laboratory time, so we used previously recorded current
maps, which were measured by the grid scan method. We
will call this performance test ‘offline’, as opposed to ‘online’ in the case of real-time measurements. By initiating
both agents 1024 times in each of the blocks in I and II,
we obtained a histogram of the N blocks measured to
successfully terminate the algorithm (see Fig. 4e and f
for I and II, respectively). We observe a higher number
of runs for which the DRL algorithm performed fewer
block measurements for successful termination. In region
II, the DRL agent requires N̄ of 17 (2, 31), while the N̄
for the random agent is 30 (3, 101) (see Supplementary
Information D for the value of N̄ for region I). Our results
suggest that the DRL advantage is statistically significant.
The two-tailed Wilcoxon signed rank test [42] allows us
to make a statistical comparison of the two distributions
corresponding to the DRL and the random agent. We

have applied this test to the offline performance for regions I and II (see Supplementary Information D for the
results of the Wilcoxon signed rank test applied to the
online performance test, for which critical values for the
test threshold are used instead of assuming a normal approximation, given the number of algorithm runs is below
20). The two-tailed Wilcoxon signed rank test yields a
p-value < 0.001 for both regions. This means that the null
hypothesis, stating there is no difference in the median
performance between the two agents, can be rejected. In
addition, the median of the differences (N̄DRL − N̄Random ),
estimated using the one-tailed Wilcoxon signed rank test,
is less than zero. We can therefore confirm that the DRL
agent offers a statistically significant advantage over the
random agent.
To further illustrate the advantages of our algorithm,
we have, for comparison, implemented a Nelder-Mead
numerical optimisation method [28, 34], an alternative
approach not based on reinforcement learning. To ensure
a fair comparison with our reinforcement learning method,
our implementation of the Nelder-Mead optimisation (see
Supplementary Material E for further details) was terminated when the CNN classified a block as exhibiting bias
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less effectively characterised by the agent than the ‘open’
and ‘single-electron transport’ regimes. The performance
of the random decision agent is also non-uniform, as it
completes the tuning procedure more efficiently when
initiated close to the target transport features.
The Nelder-Mead algorithm was also tested online under the same conditions as the DRL and random decision
agents. None of 20 runs succeeded before reaching the predefined maximum number of measurements, Nmax , and
thus the results are not presented alongside the online
results of grid scan, random decision, and DRL decision
algorithms in Fig. 4.

DISCUSSION

c

FIG. 5. Offline performance distribution. The performance of different algorithms is evaluated by initiating an
algorithm run in each block and estimating N for regions I
and II. Black areas indicate that the algorithm failed when
initiated at those blocks. (a) Performance distribution (heatmap) for the Nelder-Mead method, (b) the DRL decision
agent, and (c) the algorithm with a random decision agent.

triangles in the same way as our DRL algorithm, i.e. when
the output value of the CNN classifier was greater than
0.5. In the original implementation, stricter numerical
stopping conditions must be met, thereby increasing the
number of measurements performed before termination.
The Nelder-Mead, random decision, and DRL decision
algorithms were compared offline. We have initiated the
algorithms in each block within each gate voltage region
and estimated N̄ , creating a performance distribution or
heat map (Fig. 5). We observe that large areas of gate
voltage space which do not exhibit transport features correspond to large flat areas in the optimisation landscape
and thus severely limit the Nelder-Mead method. Often
the simplex was initiated in these areas and in those cases,
the Nelder-Mead algorithm just repeatedly measured the
area around the initial simplex. On other occasions, the
algorithm moved away from the initial simplex but then
became trapped in other areas of the parameter space in
which transport features are not present. The method
only succeeded in locating bias triangles when it was initiated in the double dot regime. The DRL decision agent’s
performance is non-uniform as the ‘pinch-off’ regime is

We have demonstrated efficient measurement of a quantum dot device using reinforcement learning. We are able
to locate bias triangles fully automatically from a set of
gate voltages defined by a super coarse tuning algorithm
[27], and in as little as one minute. Our approach gives a
10 times speed up in the median time required to locate
bias triangles compared with grid scan methods. Our
approach is less dependant on the transport regime in
which the algorithm is initiated, compared to an algorithm based on a random agent and to a Nelder-Mead
numerical optimisation method. We have also demonstrated the statistical advantage of a DRL decision agent
over a random decision agent. Our DRL approach is also
robust against featureless areas in the parameter space
which limit other approaches. While numerical optimisation methods requires time-consuming measurements
at each step of the optimisation process, our algorithm
uses statistics calculated via pixel sampling to explore the
transport landscape. This statistical state representation
allows us to efficiently measure the transport regime (or
the state of the environment in DRL terms) and avoid
over-fitting during agent training. Other options for state
representation that go beyond a statistical summary of
current values could also be considered. The measurement
time remains, however, the dominant contribution in the
time required to identify transport features. Fast readout
techniques such as radio-frequency reflectometry can be
used to reduce measurement times [43–48].
Our method is inherently flexible and modular such that
it could be generalised to automate a variety of efficient
measurement tasks. For example, the reward function
could be modified so that the agent could learn to locate
and score multiple bias triangles within the current map.
Furthermore, by retraining the CNN classifier and the
DRL agent, the method would be able to locate different types of transport features, such as those observed
with charge sensing techniques [50]. Our algorithm could
also incorporate other gate electrodes by increasing the
action space and retraining. This approach would allow a
significantly speed up for super coarse and coarse tuning
algorithms. We also expect DRL approaches to scale
better than random searches as the dimensionality of the
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problem increases.
An additional benefit of reinforcement learning is the
capacity of the network’s policy to be continuously updated. Thereby, the agent’s policy can be updated in
real-time as the algorithm becomes familiar with a new
device. This not only improves the general policy but also
means that, over time, the pre-trained agent could learn
the particularities of a specific device. To tune large quantum device arrays, due to the increasing dimensionality
of the parameter space, DRL could offer a large advantage over conventional heuristic methods. Our quantum
dot environment and algorithmic framework offer a valuable resource to develop and test other algorithms and
decision agents for quantum device measurement and tuning. Additionally, our dueling deep Q-network methods
can be translated to further applications in experimental
research.
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3.

SUPPLEMENTARY INFORMATION
A.

Reward

Quantum dot environment

In DRL, among the key components is the formal model
of the environment with which the agent interacts. Therefore, we build an environment from the quantum dot
device for training our algorithm and name it the quantum dot environment (QDE). The QDE was developed
to be compatible with the OpenAI Gym interface [39].
This environment is ready to be used for benchmarking
and training existing DRL algorithms. In addition, this
environment is useful for interested DRL researchers to
develop their methods for improving quantum technologies.
The voltage space of the QDE is delimited by a 640 mV
× 640 mV window defined by the barrier gates. The
window is divided in 32 mV × 32 mV blocks and the
agent is initialised in a randomly selected block.
1.

State

A state s is the statistics set, of a block, consisting of
the means µ and standard deviations σ of the current in
each of the nine sub-blocks.
Instead of making densely overlapping blocks by a moving kernel horizontally and vertically, we propose to represent each state by 3 blocks per dimension for simplicity.
In other words, the image is represented by 3d blocks
where d is the dimension. The dimension d corresponds
to the number of gates used. In our setting, each state
in 2 gates includes 9 blocks as the tensor of 9 × 32 × 32
dimensions and 3 gates will have the tensor of 27 × 32 × 32.
Examples of the state and blocks using two gates can be
found in Fig. 1.
The design of this state representation will bring two
major advantages. This approach ensures that the agent
is less prone to over-fitting during training and more robust to experimental noise. The second benefit is for
scalability as we can efficiently extend to a higher number
of dimensions. While taking a grid scan measurements,
which scale exponentially with the number of dimensions,
we can use random sampling techniques to obtain convergence in the values of the state representation. This
random sampling technique will scale more favourably
with higher dimensions. Under this representation, the
state includes a statistics vector of 9 × 2 dimensions.
2.

The reward function is carefully constructed to force the
agent to learn to navigate through the voltage landscape
and identify bias triangles using the fewest N measurements. We follow the popular Taxi-v2 environment∗ to
design the reward scores. We summarise the components
of the reward function in Table I. We note that the utility
of the agent is robust with respect to different magnitudes
of these scores, provided that the detection of a pair of
bias triangles receives a much higher score than block
measurement steps.

TABLE I. Summary
Instance
Each block measured
Bias triangle detected
N equal to Nmax

of the reward function.
Reward Termination
-1
False
+10
True
-10
True

We assign high reward to our target state of biastriangles. We encourage the algorithm to find the biastriangles using the fewest number of measurement by
designing the reward score as follows. We assign the
highest reward r = +10 to the bias-triangles location.
Then, other states will take r = −1. The maximum
number of steps per episode during training is set as 300.
Beyond this threshold, if the algorithm cannot find the
bias-triangles, it will terminate and assign r = −10. The
maximum number of steps controls how far away from a
starting point the device-measurement can go.

Action

Our action space includes increasing (+) or decreasing
(−) each gate voltage. We have specially designed two
actions to modify both gates simultaneously. In higher
dimensional setting, such as controlling d > 2 gates, this
action space can be generalised wherein the number of
actions is 2 × d + 2.

∗

https://gym.openai.com/envs/Taxi-v2/
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FIG. 7. CNN binary classifier architecture.

FIG. 6. Pixel sampling convergence for the random pixel
measurement in sub-blocks taken from pinch-off (low current),
open (high current), single dot, and double dot regimes. The
threshold values set for the pre-classification tools are indicated.
Therefore, any sub-block within the grey shaded region will
pass the pre-classification. The dashed lines represent the true
means after measuring the sub-blocks using a 1 mV × 1 mV
resolution scan.

B.

Random Pixel Measurement and Pre-classifier

To assess the state of a block, the algorithm first conducts a random pixel measurement. Pixels are repeatedly
sampled at random from the block and the statistics are
calculated for each sub-block until convergence. The convergence of both the mean and standard deviation of each
sub-block must be satisfied before the measurement is
terminated. The convergence is accepted if the mean
change in the values of the state representation is less
than a threshold percentage (one percent threshold for
this paper) of the state representation prior to the update.
The state vector is then assessed by the pre-classification
stage. If the mean current values, of any of the sub-blocks,
falls between the threshold values, calculated using the
initialisation one-dimensional scans, then the block is preclassified as a boundary region. The convergence of the
normalised mean current of a sub-block, in the random
pixel sampling measurement method is shown in Fig. 6,
for low and high current, as well as single and double dot
sub-blocks. The sub-blocks with single and double dot
transport features fall within the pre-classifier threshold
values and therefore, in the full algorithm, would be measured using a grid scan and evaluated by the CNN binary
classifier.
Satisfactory convergence for a block is achieved in fewer
than 50 pixel measurements in all regimes, compared to
the 1, 024 pixels measured in a grid scan of the block. This
represents a huge improvement in measurement efficiency
and the evaluation of a state of the DRL agent.

TABLE II. CNN binary classifier confusion matrix
Confusion Parameters
True positive 18%
False positive 4%
True negative 76%
False negative 2%
F-measure
85%
Accuracy
94%

C.

CNN Binary Classifier

A Convolutional Neural Network (CNN) [35, 36] is a
multilayered neural network with a special architecture to
detect complex patterns. To decide whether the agent has
found bias triangles in a given block, the algorithm uses a
CNN as a binary classification tool. If the CNN outputs
a value greater than a 0.5 threshold, corresponding to the
classification of a pair of bias triangles, then the algorithm
is terminated. An optimisation of the threshold value
could enable us to reduce the number of false positive
classifications.
1.

Network Architecture

We summarise in Fig. 7 the network architecture and
hyperparameters used. There are a total of 320065 trainable parameters. The convolutional layers have a Rectified
Linear Unit (RELU) activation function, while the dense
layers have and Exponential Linear Unit (ELU) activation
function. The final, output, layer has a Sigmoid activation
function.
2.

Confusion Matrix

The CNN was trained over 10 epochs using 11425 data
points in the training set, 4896 in the validation set and
6994 in the test set. Data was augmented by applying rotations. We trained the network using an Adam optimiser
[49] and a binary cross-entropy loss function. Regularisation was achieved using a L2 regulariser, set to 0.0001,
as well as drop-out for the dense layers, set at 0.1. In
Table II we present a summary of the prediction results
on the test set of the binary classification problem. The
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TABLE III. Deep Reinforcement Learning Architecture
Hyper-parameters Used
Discount factor
0.5
Optimizer
Adam
Number of episodes
10000
Mini batch-size
32
Decay rate in  greedy
1e−4
Replay buffer
20000
PER-β (start, final, no steps) (1.0, 0.6, 1000)
Learning rate
2.5e−6
FC Layers
128, 64, 32
FC Layers (Dueling)
64, 1

b
A(s,a)

9×2

+
−

Gate A

μ

+
−

Gate B

σ

+
−

All
Gates

V(s)
State Input

Next measurement

Statistical Feature

Fully Connected Layers

Q(s,a)
Action

FIG. 9. Summary of DRL framework. Our deep reinforcement learning framework using a statistical state representation.
FIG. 8. Example trajectories. (a,b) Example trajectories
from Fig. 4 a, b, respectively, with the insets showing the
bias triangles which triggered the stopping condition for the
algorithm.

confusion parameter representation is useful for analysing
the types of error that a classifier typically makes. The
F-measure and accuracy are other commonly used metrics
to analyse the efficacy of a binary classification tool.

3.

Positive Examples

As the DRL agent navigates through the environment, the algorithm evaluates each block using the preclassification protocol. If the block passes the pre-classifier
stage, a grid scan of the block is measured and the CNN
binary classification tool is used to evaluate the block. If
the CNN positively classifies the block as containing bias
triangles the algorithm is terminated and the run treated
as successful. In Fig. 8 we show the blocks that were
positively classified by the CNN, causing the algorithm
to terminate during the real-time measurements.

D.
1.

DRL Decision Agent
Network Architecture

We first summarise the network architecture and hyperparameters used in Table III. We further illustrate the
model architecture in Fig. 9.

2.

Training

We present the pseudo code for the training of the
DRL decision agent with prioritised experience replay in
Fig. 10. The training process starts as follows. An agent
initially will make random action choices to gain experiences which will be stored in a replay buffer B. From
this buffer, the data sample will be randomly selected at
a rate proportional to the temporal difference (TD) error.
Particularly, it prefers to pick samples with unexpected
transitions since these contain more information to learn
than from others samples. Then, the neural network will
be updated given such ‘unexpected’ samples to improve
the networks policy for the next iterations.
We then illustrate the learning process of our DRL agent
by showing the N measurements required to locate bias
triangles as a function of the number of training episodes
(Fig. 11). This test, which was run in different regions
of gate voltage space to the ones explored in the main
text, was performed to assess the learning rate of the DRL
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FIG. 10. Pseudocode. Training the dueling deep Q-network
with prioritised experience replay.
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network. Bias triangles were labelled in advance by human
experts and the CNN and pre-classifier modules were not
used. Unsurprisingly, when we test the performance of the
agent in the same device in which it is trained, less number
of learning episodes are required compared to when we
perform the test run in a different device. However, in
order to be robust against device variability, training and
testing have to be run in different devices.

3.

Performance

We summarise the online performance, in Table IV and
the offline performance in Table VI, of the DRL decision
agent with respect to the random decision agent. We use
the two-tailed Wilcoxon signed rank test [42] to assess
the null hypothesis that the DRL and Random agent’s
performances are drawn from the same distribution. The
p-value, given in Table V and Table VII for online and
offline tests respectively, represents the confidence in the
null hypothesis. The null hypothesis can only be rejected
with confidence, at a level of 2%, in the online results
in the case of N̄ in region II. For the offline results, the
null hypothesis can be rejected for N̄ in both regions. A
one-tailed Wilcoxon signed rank test demonstrates that
the median of the differences (N̄DRL − N̄Random ) is less
than zero. We can therefore conclude that the DRL agent
offers a statistically significant advantage over the random
agent.

2000

4000

6000

8000

10000

Episode

FIG. 11. Training convergence. We evaluate the performance of our DRL agent during a learning process. The region
of gate voltage space is different to the ones explored in the
main text. The bias triangles are labelled in advance by experts. Lines show the mean N with uncertainty bounds for
different starting locations. The performance test in a was run
on the same device in which training was performed, while in
b, the test was run on a different device to the one used for
training.

TABLE IV. Summary of the online performance of the DRL
and Random decision agents online in the two parameter
regimes. The performance metrics used are the number of
blocks measured, N , before identifying a pair of bias triangles
and the corresponding lab time.
Agent
DRL Random
Region I median lab time (s) 932 683
10% percentile time (s)
228 222
90% percentile time (s)
2430 4844
Region II median lab time (s) 822 989
10% percentile time (s)
181 349
90% percentile time (s)
1766 1500
Region I N̄
41
54
10% percentile N
9
15
90% percentile N
104 135
Region II N̄
32
85
10% percentile N
10
50
90% percentile N
94
143
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TABLE V. Summary of the Wilcoxon signed rank test analysis
on the online performance of the DRL and Random decision
agents in the two parameter regions. The performance metrics
used are the number of blocks measured, N , before identifying
a pair of bias triangle and the corresponding lab time.
Wilcoxon signed rank p-value
Region I lab time 0.72
Region II lab time 0.58
Region I N
0.72
Region II N
0.02

TABLE VI. Summary of the offline performance of the DRL
and Random decision agents online in the two parameter
regions. The performance metrics used are the number of
blocks explored, N , before identifying a pair of bias triangles
(the lower the N̄ , the better the performance). For offline
experiments, lab times are not a performance metric to be
considered.
DRL agent Random agent
Region I N̄
6
22
10% percentile N 1
2
90% percentile N 64
46
Region II N̄
17
30
10% percentile N 2
3
90% percentile N 31
101

4.

Policy

In the reinforcement learning context, a policy defines
what an agent does to accomplish a task. We present
the optimal policies at different training stages in Fig.
12 wherein we use arrows to indicate the action, i.e., the
direction to move in the gate voltage space to perform the
next measurement. The algorithm learns that it should
move towards more positive gate voltages if the state is
pinch-off (low-current) or go towards more negative gate

voltages if the state is the open regime (high-current).
E.

The Nelder-Mead numerical optimisation
method

We construct a fitness function by taking the L2 -norm
of a probability vector defining a difference metric between the current state, i.e. a given transport regime,

TABLE VII. Summary of the Wilcoxon signed rank test analysis on the offline performance of the DRL and Random
decision agents in the two parameter regions. The performance metrics used are the number of blocks measured, N .
For offline experiments, lab times are not a performance metric
to be considered.
Wilcoxon signed rank p-value
Region I N <0.001
Region II N <0.001

and the target state or transport regime. In slight variance from the implementation in [28], we have defined the
T
probability vector of the current state as (p(s), 1 − p(s))
T
and the target vector defined as (1, 0) . s is a coordinate
in gate voltage space and this coordinate’s fitness value is
calculated, as above, by evaluating the CNN prediction
p(s) of the probability that a window (32 mV × 32 mV)
defined around s contains bias triangles. Thus, in single and double dot transport regimes, the value of p(s)
should be higher than in the pinch-off and open regimes.
The value of the L2 -norm should have minima at the
locations of bias triangles. The Nelder-Mead numerical
optimisation method, with two gate voltages as free parameters, then automated the location of these minima.
This method converges on local minima, in n dimensions,
by evaluating a set of n + 1 test coordinates within the
optimisation landscape, called a simplex. We defined the
initial simplex similarly to [28], as the fitness value of the
starting (s) and two additional coordinates obtained by
reducing the voltage on each of the barrier gate voltages
one at a time by 75 mV.
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FIG. 12. Optimal policies. We plot the optimal policies learned at Top early stage and Bottom later stage of the training
process. The arrows indicates, at the given location, the optimal direction to move. Two arrows represent two probable actions
which both with high chances of being optimal. At the early stage of the training, the agent’s policy has more uncertainty
regarding which action to select. While at the later stage, after being trained, it consistently makes the optimal decision.

